
Home & Entertaining Collection
lucite trays & ice buckets . recipe cards & boxes . coasters

melamine plates, platters & bowls . placemats

glass cutting boards . napkins . cups
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see below or 112)

Pre-set Panel
no change to pre-set color or shape

(note some designs don’t have this option)

bFk+ =

Fitzgerald+ =

to see which pre-set and traditional panel is available for the design chosen 
see the coaster spreads starting on page 2 that show pre-set and/or 

traditional panel options for all designs

1. choose your design

2. choose your personalization style

 pre-set personalization option

Personalization
provide info, choose your font/monogram 

and ink color

 traditional panel personalization option

Traditional Panel
no change to traditional panel

color or shape

(note some designs don’t have this option)

Personalization
provide info, choose your font/monogram 

and ink color

•  Announcements/Invitations/
Photocards

• Foldover Notes, Stationery
• Envelopes
• Stickers
• Bag Tags
• Cups and Napkins
• Paper Coasters
• Lucite Trays and Ice Buckets
• Desktop Calendars

• Notepads
• Note Sheets in Lucite Holder
• Placemats
• Recipe Box and Cards
• Stampers
• Wine Tags

Group B Products
• Bottle & Can Koozies
• Mugs
• Beverage Tumblers
• Travel Tumblers
• Water Bottles
• Clipboards
• Glass Cutting Boards
• Key Chains
• Mouse Pads
• Hard Back Coasters

Group C Products
• Melamine Plates
• Melamine Platters
• Melamine Bowls

Group D Products
• Cell Cases
• Tech Cases

Group A Products

important note: All typestyles and typecolors for each design are located on pages 108-109

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

Bright Floral
CO10 - paper coaster
COH10 - hard back coaster

Classic Floral Brown
CO12 - paper coaster
COH12 - hard back coaster

Classic Floral Blue
CO11 - paper coaster
COH11 - hard back coaster

Bamboo Green & Raspberry
CO13 - paper coaster
COH13 - hard back coaster

Bamboo Brown & Slate
CO15 - paper coaster
COH15 - hard back coaster

Bamboo Navy & Green
CO14 - paper coaster
COH14 - hard back coaster

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Greek Key Band Pink
CO19 - paper coaster
COH19 - hard back coaster

Greek Key Band Navy
CO20 - paper coaster
COH20 - hard back coaster

Pineapple Repeat
CO18 - paper coaster
COH18 - hard back coaster

Pineapple Repeat Teal
CO17 - paper coaster
COH17 - hard back coaster

Pineapple Repeat Pink
CO16 - paper coaster
COH16 - hard back coaster

Madison Damask White w/ Black
CO3 - paper coaster
COH3 - hard back coaster

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Chevron Turquoise*
57CO - paper coaster
57COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 57CO+P24+A12

Chevron Sunflower*
57CO - paper coaster
57COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 57CO+P08+A03

Cameron Teal*
43CO - paper coaster
43COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 43CO+P07+A14

Cameron Raspberry*
43CO - paper coaster
43COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 43CO+P02+A12

Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy
CO22 - paper coaster
COH22 - hard back coaster

Bold Stripe
CO21 - paper coaster
COH21 - hard back coaster

Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Madras Patch Blue
CO23 - paper coaster
COH23 - hard back coaster

Seashore
CO25 - paper coaster
COH25 - hard back coaster

Madras Patch Bright
CO24 - paper coaster
COH24 - hard back coaster

Coral Repeat Teal
CO28 - paper coaster
COH28 - hard back coaster

Coral Repeat
CO27 - paper coaster
COH27 - hard back coaster

Coral Repeat Navy
CO26 - paper coaster
COH26 - hard back coaster

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Espadrille Nautical
CO29 - paper coaster
COH29 - hard back coaster

Espadrille Bright
CO31 - paper coaster
COH31 - hard back coaster

Espadrille Preppy
CO30 - paper coaster
COH30 - hard back coaster

Stripe Lobster
CO32 - paper coaster
COH32 - hard back coaster

Stripe Starfish
CO34 - paper coaster
COH34 - hard back coaster

Stripe Anchor
CO33 - paper coaster
COH33 - hard back coaster

Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Stripe Lobster
CO32 - paper coaster
COH32 - hard back coaster

Stripe Starfish
CO34 - paper coaster
COH34 - hard back coaster

Stripe Anchor
CO33 - paper coaster
COH33 - hard back coaster

Nautical Knot Navy
CO35 - paper coaster
COH35 - hard back coaster

Nautical Knot Raspberry
CO37 - paper coaster
COH37 - hard back coaster

Nautical Knot Kelly
CO36 - paper coaster
COH36 - hard back coaster

Anchors Navy
CO39 - paper coaster
COH39 - hard back coaster

Lobsters Red
CO38 - paper coaster
COH38 - hard back coaster

Bamboo Rings Navy
CO40 - paper coaster
COH40 - hard back coaster

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Repp Tie Red & Navy
CO44 - paper coaster
COH44 - hard back coaster

Seersucker Band Pink & Green
CO41 - paper coaster
COH41 - hard back coaster

Repp Tie Pink & Navy
CO43 - paper coaster
COH43 - hard back coaster

Seersucker Band Red & Navy
CO42 - paper coaster
COH42 - hard back coaster

Classic Check Raspberry*
61CO - paper coaster
61COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 61CO+P02+A03

Classic Check Sunflower*
61CO - paper coaster
61COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 61CO+P08+A07

Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime
CO45 - paper coaster
COH45 - hard back coaster

Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime
CO47 - paper coaster
COH47 - hard back coaster

Chevron Blue & Red
CO46 - paper coaster
COH46 - hard back coaster

Bristol Tile Tangerine*
31CO - paper coaster
31COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 31CO+P15+A14

Bristol Tile Navy*
31CO - paper coaster
31COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 31CO+P03+A15

Bristol Tile Teal*
31CO - paper coaster
31COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 31CO+P07+A03

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you
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Stella Pink*
65CO - paper coaster
65COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 65CO+P25+A12

Stella Chocolate*
65CO - paper coaster
65COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 65CO+P14+A24

Kate Tangerine & Raspberry
CO49 - paper coaster
COH49 - hard back coaster

Kate Red & Teal
CO8 - paper coaster
COH8 - hard back coaster

Kate Raspberry & Lime
CO48 - paper coaster
COH48 - hard back coaster

Stella Gold
CO50 - paper coaster
COH50 - hard back coaster

Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Beti Teal
CO51 - paper coaster
COH51 - hard back coaster

Alex Houndstooth Black
CO55 - paper coaster
COH55 - hard back coaster

Alex Houndstooth Chocolate
CO54 - paper coaster
COH54 - hard back coaster

Alex Houndstooth Navy
CO56 - paper coaster
COH56 - hard back coaster

Beti Pink
CO52 - paper coaster
COH52 - hard back coaster

Beti Navy
CO53 - paper coaster
COH53 - hard back coaster

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Suzani
CO58 - paper coaster
COH58 - hard back coaster

Suzani Gold
CO57 - paper coaster
COH57 - hard back coaster

Suzani Teal
CO59 - paper coaster
COH59 - hard back coaster

Herringbone Jungle*
73CO - paper coaster
73COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 73CO+P01+A07

Herringbone Gray*
73CO - paper coaster
73COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 73CO+P23+A03

Herringbone Chocolate
CO60 - paper coaster
COH60 - hard back coaster

Coasters
4 x 4”  |  CO - set of 50 paper coasters  |  COH - set of 4 hard back coasters  |  optional lucite paper coaster holder available

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Lattice Cherry*
70CO - paper coaster
70COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 70CO+P05+A07

Lattice Slate
CO61- paper coaster
COH61 - hard back coaster

Zebra Chocolate*
39CO - paper coaster
39COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 39CO+P14+A14

Zebra Gray*
39CO - paper coaster
39COH - hard back coaster
this sample: 39CO+P23+A17

Chinoiserie Spring
CO63 - paper coaster
COH63 - hard back coaster

Chinoiserie Autumn
CO62 - paper coaster
COH62 - hard back coaster

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

Traditional Inset  |  left samples  |  border color and shape as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
Pre-set Inset  |  right samples  |  color & shape only as shown  |  your choice of personalization style
note: Some designs do not have both options. When a design does have both; all products available either way

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Bright Floral
LTL25 |  large tray

LTS25 |  small tray 

LTQ25 |  square tray

Classic Floral Blue
LTL28 |  large tray

LTS28 |  small tray 

LTQ28 |  square tray

Classic Floral Brown
LTL29 |  large tray

LTS29 |  small tray 

LTQ29 |  square tray

Bamboo  
Green & Raspberry
LTL30 |  large tray

LTS30 |  small tray 

LTQ30 |  square tray

Bamboo
Navy & Green
LTL31 |  large tray

LTS31 |  small tray 

LTQ31 |  square tray

Bamboo
Brown & Slate
LTL32 |  large tray

LTS32 |  small tray 

LTQ32 |  square tray

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Greek Key Band Pink
LTL8 |  large tray

LTS8 |  small tray 

LTQ8 |  square tray

Greek Key Band Navy
LTL7 |  large tray

LTS7 |  small tray 

LTQ7 |  square tray

Madison Damask 
White with Black
LTL18 |  large tray

LTS18 |  small tray 

LTQ18 |  square tray

Pineapple Repeat Pink
LTL33 |  large tray

LTS33 |  small tray 

LTQ33 |  square tray

Pineapple Repeat Teal
LTL34 |  large tray

LTS34 |  small tray 

LTQ34 |  square tray

Pineapple Repeat
LTL21 |  large tray

LTS21 |  small tray 

LTQ21 |  square tray

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Bold Stripe
LTL35 |  large tray

LTS35 |  small tray 

LTQ35 |  square tray

Chevron Sunflower*
57LTL |  large tray

57LTS |  small tray 

57LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 57LTL+P08+si04+A03

Chevron Turquoise*
57LTL |  large tray

57LTS |  small tray 

57LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 57LTL+P24+A12

Bold Stripe 
Pink, Green & Navy
LTL36 |  large tray

LTS36 |  small tray 

LTQ36 |  square tray

Cameron Raspberry*
43LTL |  large tray

43LTS |  small tray 

43LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 43LTL+P02+A12

Cameron Teal*
43LTL |  large tray

43LTS |  small tray 

43LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 43LTL+P07+si02+A14

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection
click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Madras Patch Blue
LTL10 |  large tray

LTS10 |  small tray 

LTQ10 |  square tray

Madras Patch Bright
LTL11 |   large tray

LTS11 |  small tray 

LTQ11 |  square tray

Seashore
LTL37 |  large tray

LTS37 |  small tray 

LTQ37 |  square tray

Coral Repeat Navy
LTL38 |  large tray

LTS38 |  small tray 

LTQ38 |  square tray

Coral Repeat
LTL39 |  large tray

LTS39  |  small tray 

LTQ39 |  square tray

Coral Repeat Teal
LTL40 |  large tray

LTS40 |  small tray 

LTQ40 |  square tray

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Espadrille Nautical
LTL41 |  large tray

LTS41 |  small tray 

LTQ41 |  square tray

Espadrille Preppy
LTL42 |  large tray

LTS42 |  small tray 

LTQ42 |  square tray

Espadrille Bright
LTL43 |  large tray

LTS43 |  small tray 

LTQ43 |  square tray

Stripe Lobster
LTL44 |  large tray

LTS44 |  small tray 

LTQ44 |  square tray

Stripe Anchor
LTL45 |  large tray

LTS45 |  small tray 

LTQ45 |  square tray

Stripe Starfish
LTL46 |  large tray

LTS46 |  small tray 

LTQ46 |  square tray

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Stripe Lobster
LTL44 |  large tray

LTS44 |  small tray 

LTQ44 |  square tray

Stripe Anchor
LTL45 |  large tray

LTS45 |  small tray 

LTQ45 |  square tray

Stripe Starfish
LTL46 |  large tray

LTS46 |  small tray 

LTQ46 |  square tray

Nautical Knot Navy
LTL4 |  large tray

LTS4 |  small tray 

LTQ4 |  square tray

Nautical Knot Kelly
LTL5 |  large tray

LTS5 |  small tray 

LTQ5 |  square tray

Nautical Knot
Raspberry
LTL47 |  large tray

LTS47 |  small tray 

LTQ47 |  square tray

Lobsters Red
LTL48 |  large tray

LTS48 |  small tray 

LTQ48 |  square tray

Anchors Navy
LTL49 |  large tray

LTS49 |  small tray 

LTQ49 |  square tray

Bamboo Rings Navy
LTL50 |  large tray

LTS50 |  small tray 

LTQ50 |  square tray

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Classic Check Raspberry*
61LTL |  large tray

61LTS |  small tray 

61LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 61LTL+P02+A03

Classic Check Sunflower*
61LTL |  large tray

61LTS |  small tray 

61LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 61LTL+P08+si04+A07

Seersucker Band
Pink & Green
LTL51 |  large tray

LTS51 |  small tray 

LTQ51 |  square tray

Repp Tie Pink & Navy
LTL53 |  large tray

LTS53 |  small tray 

LTQ53 |  square tray

Repp Tie Red & Navy
LTL54 |  large tray

LTS54 |  small tray 

LTQ54 |  square tray

Seersucker Band
Red & Navy
LTL52 |  large tray

LTS52 |  small tray 

LTQ52 |  square tray

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection
click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Chevron
Pink, Navy & Lime
LTL55 |  large tray

LTS55 |  small tray 

LTQ55 |  square tray

Chevron Blue & Red
LTL56 |  large tray

LTS56 |  small tray 

LTQ56 |  square tray

Chevron
Blue, Orange & Lime
LTL57 |  large tray

LTS57 |  small tray 

LTQ57 |  square tray

Bristol Tile Teal*
31LTL |  large tray

31LTS |  small tray 

31LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 31LTL+P07+si03+A03

Bristol Tile Navy*
31LTL |  large tray

31LTS |  small tray 

31LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 31LTL+P03+A15

Bristol Tile Tangerine*
31LTL |  large tray

31LTS |  small tray 

31LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 31LTL+P15+si03+A14

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Kate Red & Teal
LTL58 |  large tray

LTS58 |  small tray 

LTQ58 |  square tray

Kate Raspberry & Lime
LTL59 |  large tray

LTS59 |  small tray 

LTQ59 |  square tray

Kate Tangerine & 
Raspberry
LTL60 |  large tray

LTS60 |  small tray 

LTQ60 |  square tray

Stella Chocolate*
65LTL |  large tray

65LTS |  small tray 

65LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 65LTL+P14+si03+A24

Stella Pink*
65LTL |  large tray

65LTS |  small tray 

65LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 65LTL+P25+A12

Stella Gold
LTL61 |  large tray

LTS61 |  small tray 

LTQ61 |  square tray

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection
click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Beti Teal
LTL26 |  large tray

LTS26  |  small tray 

LTQ26 |  square tray

Beti Pink
LTL27 |  large tray

LTS27 |  small tray 

LTQ27 |  square tray

Beti Navy
LTL62 |  large tray

LTS62 |  small tray 

LTQ62 |  square tray

Alex Houndstooth 
Chocolate
LTL63 |  large tray

LTS63 |  small tray 

LTQ63 |  square tray

Alex Houndstooth 
Black
LTL15 |  large tray

LTS15 |  small tray 

LTQ15 |  square tray

Alex Houndstooth 
Navy
LTL6 |  large tray

LTS6 |  small tray 

LTQ6 |  square tray

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Trays
large tray 11 x 17”  |  small tray 8.5 x 11”  |  square tray 12 x 12”

Suzani Gold
LTL64 |  large tray

LTS64 |  small tray 

LTQ64 |  square tray

Suzani
LTL20 |  large tray

LTS20 | small tray 

LTQ20 |  square tray

Herringbone Chocolate
LTL65 |  large tray

LTS65 |  small tray 

LTQ65 |  square tray

Herringbone Gray*
73LTL |  large tray

73LTS |  small tray 

73LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 73LTL+P23+A03

Herringbone Jungle*
73LTL |  large tray

73LTS |  small tray 

73LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 73LTL+P01+si03+A07

Suzani Teal
LTL19 |  large tray

LTS19 |  small tray 

LTQ19 |  square tray

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection
click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Lattice Cherry*
70LTL |  large tray

70LTS |  small tray 

70LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 70LTL+P05+si04+A07

Zebra Chocolate*
39LTL |  large tray

39LTS |  small tray 

39LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 39LTL+P14+A14

Zebra Gray*
39LTL |  large tray

39LTS |  small tray 

39LTQ |  square tray

this sample: 39LTL+P23+si01+A17

Lattice Slate
LTL66 |  large tray

LTS66 |  small tray 

LTQ66 |  square tray

Chinoiserie Autumn
LTL67 |  large tray

LTS67 |  small tray 

LTQ67 |  square tray

Chinoiserie Spring
LTL68 |  large tray

LTS68 |  small tray 

LTQ68 |  square tray

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Ice Buckets
6.75 x 6 x 7”  |  double walled ice bucket

 IB25 - Bright Floral  IB30 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry  IB33 - Pineapple Repeat Pink

 IB28 - Classic Floral Blue  IB31 - Bamboo Navy & Green  IB34 - Pineapple Repeat Teal

 IB29 - Classic Floral Brown  IB32 - Bamboo Brown & Slate  IB21 - Pineapple Repeat

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 IB8 - Greek Key Band Pink  IB35 - Bold Stripe  IB36 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy

 IB7 - Greek Key Band Navy 57IB+P08+A03 - Chevron Sunflower* 43IB+P02+si02+A12- Cameron Raspberry*

 IB18 - Madison Damask White with Black  57IB+P24+si04+A12 - Chevron Turquoise*  43IB+P07+A14 - Cameron Teal*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Ice Buckets
6.75 x 6 x 7”  |  double walled ice bucket

 IB10 - Madras Patch Blue  IB38 - Coral Repeat Navy  IB41 - Espadrille Nautical

 IB11 - Madras Patch Bright  IB39 - Coral Repeat  IB42 - Espadrille Preppy

 IB37 - Seashore  IB40 - Coral Repeat Teal  IB43 - Espadrille Bright

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 IB44 - Stripe Lobster  IB4 - Nautical Knot Navy  IB48 - Lobsters Red

 IB45 - Stripe Anchor  IB5 - Nautical Knot Kelly  IB49 - Anchors Navy

 IB46 - Stripe Starfish  IB47 - Nautical Knot Raspberry  IB50 - Bamboo Rings Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


home & entertaining collection
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Lucite Ice Buckets
6.75 x 6 x 7”  |  double walled ice bucket

61IB+P02+si04+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry*  IB53 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy  IB55 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime

61IB+P08+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower*  IB54 - Repp Tie Red & Navy  IB56 - Chevron Blue & Red

 IB51 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green  IB52 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy  IB57 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


31

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 31IB+P07+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal*  IB58 - Kate Red & Teal  65IB+P14+A24 - Stella Chocolate*

 31IB+P03+si03+A15 - Bristol Tile Navy*  IB59 - Kate Raspberry & Lime  65IB+P25+si03+A12 - Stella Pink*

 31IB+P15+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*  IB60 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry  IB61 - Stella Gold

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Ice Buckets
6.75 x 6 x 7”  |  double walled ice bucket

 IB26 - Beti Teal  IB63 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate  IB64 - Suzani Gold

 IB27 - Beti Pink  IB15 - Alex Houndstooth Black  IB20 - Suzani

 IB62 - Beti Navy  IB6 - Alex Houndstooth Navy  IB19 - Suzani Teal

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


33

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 IB65 - Herringbone Chocolate  39IB+ P14+si01+A14 - Zebra Chocolate*  IB67 - Chinoiserie Autumn

 73IB+P23+si03+A03 - Herringbone Gray*  39IB+P23+A17 - Zebra Gray*  IB68 - Chinoiserie Spring

 73IB+P01+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*  IB66 - Lattice Slate  70IB+P05+A07 - Lattice Cherry*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you



home & entertaining collection
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Lucite Recipe Boxes
6.5 x 4 x 5.25”  |  includes front and back personalized cards  |  5 tab dividers  |  48 personalized recipe cards

RB2 - Bright Floral

RB12 - Classic Floral Blue

RB20 - Classic Floral Brown

RB21 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry

RB22 - Bamboo Navy & Green

RB23 - Bamboo Brown & Slate

RB24 - Pineapple Repeat Pink

RB25 - Pineapple Repeat Teal

RB3 - Pineapple Repeat

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


35

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

RB26 - Greek Key Band Pink

RB27 - Greek Key Band Navy

RB4 - Madison Damask White with Black

RB28 - Bold Stripe

57RB+P08+A03 - Chevron Sunflower*

57RB+P24+si04+A12 - Chevron Turquoise*

RB29 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy

43RB+P02+si02+A12 - Cameron Raspberry*

43RB+P07+A14 - Cameron Teal*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you



home & entertaining collection
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Lucite Recipe Boxes
6.5 x 4 x 5.25”  |  includes front and back personalized cards  |  5 tab dividers  |  48 personalized recipe cards

RB30 - Madras Patch Blue

RB9 - Madras Patch Bright

RB31 - Seashore

RB32 - Coral Repeat Navy

RB33 - Coral Repeat

RB34 - Coral Repeat Teal

RB35 - Espadrille Nautical

RB36 - Espadrille Preppy

RB37 - Espadrille Bright

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


37

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

RB38 - Stripe Lobster

RB39 - Stripe Anchor

RB40 - Stripe Starfish

RB5 - Nautical Knot Navy

RB41 - Nautical Knot Kelly

RB42 - Nautical Knot Raspberry

RB43 - Lobsters Red

RB44 - Anchors Navy

RB45 - Bamboo Rings Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you



home & entertaining collection
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Lucite Recipe Boxes
6.5 x 4 x 5.25”  |  includes front and back personalized cards  |  5 tab dividers  |  48 personalized recipe cards

61RB+P02+si04+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry*

61RB+P08+si04+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower*

RB46 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green

RB48 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy

RB49 - Repp Tie Red & Navy

RB47 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy

RB50 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime

RB51 - Chevron Blue & Red

RB52 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


39

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

RB52 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime

31RB+P07+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal*

31RB+P03+si03+A14 - Bristol Tile Navy*

31RB+P15+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*

RB15 - Kate Red & Teal

RB53 - Kate Raspberry & Lime

RB54 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry

65RB+P14+A24 - Stella Chocolate*

65RB+P25+si03+A12 - Stella Pink*

RB55 - Stella Gold

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Lucite Recipe Boxes
6.5 x 4 x 5.25”  |  includes front and back personalized cards  |  5 tab dividers  |  48 personalized recipe cards

 RB56 - Beti Teal

 RB57 - Beti Pink

 RB58 - Beti Navy

RB59 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate

RB10 - Alex Houndstooth Black

RB6 - Alex Houndstooth Navy

RB60 - Suzani Gold

RB61 - Suzani

RB62 - Suzani Teal

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


41

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 RB63 - Herringbone Chocolate

 73RB+P23+si03+A03 - Herringbone Gray*

 73RB+P01+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*

39RB+P14+si01+A14 - Zebra Chocolate*

39RB+P23+A17 - Zebra Gray*

RB64 - Lattice Slate

RB65 - Chinoiserie Autumn

RB66 - Chinoiserie Spring

70RB+P05+A07 - Lattice Cherry*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Recipe Cards
4 x 6”  |  double sided  |  24 or 48 personalized recipe cards

20929 - Bright Floral 22915 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry 23973 - Pineapple Repeat Pink

20930 - Classic Floral Blue 22916 - Bamboo Navy & Green 23974 - Pineapple Repeat Teal

23972 - Classic Floral Brown 22917 - Bamboo Brown & Slate 21919 - Pineapple Repeat

23975 - Greek Key Band Pink 23976 - Greek Key Band Navy 20931 - Madison Damask White with Black

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


43

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

20931 - Madison Damask White with Black

22918 - Bold Stripe 22919 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy 23977 - Madras Patch Blue

57R+P08+A03 - Chevron Sunflower* 43R+P02+A12 - Cameron Raspberry* 20938 - Madras Patch Bright

57R+P24+A12 - Chevron Turquoise* 43R+P07+A14 - Cameron Teal* 23978 - Seashore

23979 - Coral Repeat Navy 23980 - Coral Repeat 23981 - Coral Repeat Teal

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you
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Recipe Cards
4 x 6”  |  double sided  |  24 or 48 personalized recipe cards

22920 - Espadrille Nautical 23982 - Stripe Lobster 20940 - Nautical Knot Navy

22921 - Espadrille Preppy 23983 - Stripe Anchor 23985 - Nautical Knot Kelly

22922 - Espadrille Bright 23984 - Stripe Starfish 23986 - Nautical Knot Raspberry

23987 - Lobsters Red 23988 - Anchors Navy 22930 - Bamboo Rings Navy

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


45

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

61R+P02+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry* 23991 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy 22912 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime

61R+P08+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower* 23992 - Repp Tie Red & Navy 22913 - Chevron Blue & Red

23989 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green 23990 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy 22914 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime

31R+P07+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal* 31R+P03+A15 - Bristol Tile Navy* 31R+P15+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you
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Recipe Cards
4 x 6”  |  double sided  |  24 or 48 personalized recipe cards

21946 - Kate Red & Teal 65R+P14+A24 - Stella Chocolate* 22925 - Beti Teal

22923 - Kate Raspberry & Lime 65R+P25+A12 - Stella Pink* 22926 - Beti Pink

22924 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry 23993 - Stella Gold 22927 - Beti Navy

23994 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate 21920 - Alex Houndstooth Black 21918 - Alex Houndstooth Navy

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


47

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

23995 - Suzani Gold 39R+P14+A14 - Zebra Chocolate* 23998 - Chinoiserie Autumn

22928 - Suzani 39R+P23+A17 - Zebra Gray* 23999 - Chinoiserie Spring

22929 - Suzani Teal 23997 - Lattice Slate 70R+P05+A07 - Lattice Cherry*

23996 - Herringbone Chocolate 73R+P23+A03 - Herringbone Gray* 73R+P01+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you
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Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  hand wash only

CB1 - Bright Floral CB4 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry

CB2 - Classic Floral Blue CB5 - Bamboo Navy & Green

CB3 - Classic Floral Brown CB6 - Bamboo Brown & Slate

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


49

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

CB7 - Pineapple Repeat Pink CB10 - Greek Key Band Pink

CB8 - Pineapple Repeat Teal CB11 - Greek Key Band Navy

CB9 - Pineapple Repeat CB12 - Madison Damask White with Black

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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CB13 - Bold Stripe CB14 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy

57CB+P08+si04+A03 - Chevron Sunflower* 43CB+P02+A12 - Cameron Raspberry*

57CB+P24+A12 - Chevron Turquoise* 43CB+P07+si02+A14 - Cameron Teal*

Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  hand wash only

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


51

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

CB15 - Madras Patch Blue CB18 - Coral Repeat Navy

CB16 - Madras Patch Bright CB19 - Coral Repeat

CB17 - Seashore CB20 - Coral Repeat Teal

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


home & entertaining collection
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CB21 - Espadrille Nautical CB24 - Stripe Lobster

CB22 - Espadrille Preppy CB25 - Stripe Anchor

CB23 - Espadrille Bright CB26 - Stripe Starfish

Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  hand wash only

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


53

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

CB27 - Nautical Knot Navy CB30 - Lobsters Red

CB28 - Nautical Knot Kelly CB31 - Anchors Navy

CB29 - Nautical Knot Raspberry CB32 - Bamboo Rings Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


home & entertaining collection
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61CB+P02+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry* CB35 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy

61CB+P08+si04+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower* CB36 - Repp Tie Red & Navy

CB33 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green CB34 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy

Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  hand wash only

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


55

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

CB37 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime 31CB+P07+si03+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal*

CB38 - Chevron Blue & Red 31CB+P03+A15 - Bristol Tile Navy*

CB39 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime 31CB+P15+si03+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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CB40 - Kate Red & Teal 65CB+P14+si03+A24 - Stella Chocolate*

CB41 - Kate Raspberry & Lime 65CB+P25+A12 - Stella Pink*

CB42 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry CB43 - Stella Gold

Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  hand wash only

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


57

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

CB44 - Beti Teal CB47 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate

CB45 - Beti Pink CB48 - Alex Houndstooth Black

CB46 - Beti Navy CB49 - Alex Houndstooth Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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CB50 - Suzani Gold CB53 - Herringbone Chocolate

CB51 - Suzani 73CB+P23+A03 - Herringbone Gray*

CB52 - Suzani Teal 73CB+P01+si03+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*

Glass Cutting Boards
11.4 x 15.6”  |  weight: 2lb 9oz | hand wash only

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


59

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

39CB+P14+A14 - Zebra Chocolate* CB55 - Chinoiserie Autumn

39CB+P23+si01+A17 - Zebra Gray* CB56 - Chinoiserie Spring

CB54 - Lattice Slate 70CB+P05+si04+A07 - Lattice Cherry*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Melamine Plates
10” round melamine plate  |  dishwasher safe

 19917 - Bright Floral  21943 - Pineapple Repeat Pink 23900 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry

 19919 - Classic Floral Blue  23903 - Pineapple Repeat Teal 23901 - Bamboo Navy & Green

 19920 - Classic Floral Brown  21941 - Pineapple Repeat 23902 - Bamboo Brown & Slate

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


61

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 23904 - Greek Key Band Pink  23907 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy 23906 - Bold Stripe

 23905 - Greek Key Band Navy  439+P02+A12 - Cameron Raspberry* 579+P08+si04+A03 - Chevron Sunflower*

 20945 - Madison Damask White with Black  439+P07+si02+A14 - Cameron Teal* 579+P24+A12 - Chevron Turquoise*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Melamine Plates
10” round melamine plate  |  dishwasher safe

 18950 - Madras Patch Blue  19914 - Espadrille Nautical 23908 - Coral Repeat Navy

 20911 - Madras Patch Bright  19913 - Espadrille Preppy 19918 - Coral Repeat

 19921 - Seashore  19915 - Espadrille Bright 23909 - Coral Repeat Teal

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


63

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 18952 - Stripe Lobster  23911 - Lobsters Red 20919 - Nautical Knot Navy

 18953 - Stripe Anchor  23912 - Anchors Navy 20920 - Nautical Knot Kelly

 18954 - Stripe Starfish  18965 - Bamboo Rings Navy 23910 - Nautical Knot Raspberry

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Melamine Plates
10” round melamine plate  |  dishwasher safe

 619+P02+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry*  23916 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime 23915 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy

 619+P08+si04+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower*  23917 - Chevron Blue & Red 18966 - Repp Tie Red & Navy

 23913 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green  23918 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime 23914 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


65

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 319+P07+si03+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal*  659+P14+si03+A24 - Stella Chocolate* 23919 - Kate Red & Teal

 319+P03+A15 - Bristol Tile Navy*  659+P25+A12 - Stella Pink* 23920 - Kate Raspberry & Lime

 319+P05+si03+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*  23922 - Stella Gold 23921 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Melamine Plates
10” round melamine plate  |  dishwasher safe

 22931 - Beti Teal  23925 - Suzani Gold 23924 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate

 22932 - Beti Pink  21926 - Suzani 21927 - Alex Houndstooth Black

 23923 - Beti Navy  21925 - Suzani Teal 21928 - Alex Houndstooth Navy

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


67

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 23926 - Herringbone Chocolate  23928 - Chinoiserie Autumn 399+P14+A14 - Zebra Chocolate*

 739+P23+A03 - Herringbone Gray*  23929 - Chinoiserie Spring 399+P23+si01+A17 - Zebra Gray*

 739+P01+si03+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*  709+P05+si04+A07 - Lattice Cherry* 23927 - Lattice Slate

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 21936 - Bright Floral  23931 - Bamboo Green & Raspberry

 21921 - Classic Floral Blue  23932 - Bamboo Navy & Green

 23930 - Classic Floral Brown  23933 - Bamboo Brown & Slate

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


69

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 21944 - Pineapple Repeat Pink  23935 - Greek Key Band Pink

 23934 - Pineapple Repeat Teal  23936 - Greek Key Band Navy

 21942 - Pineapple Repeat  20963 - Madison Damask White with Black

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 23937 - Bold Stripe  23938 - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy

 579P+P08+A03 - Chevron Sunflower*  439P+P02+si02+A12 - Cameron Raspberry*

 579P+P24+si04+A12 - Chevron Turquoise*  439P+P07+A14 - Cameron Teal*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


71

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 21929 - Madras Patch Blue  23939 - Coral Repeat Navy

 21940 - Madras Patch Bright  21932 - Coral Repeat

 21934 - Seashore  23940 - Coral Repeat Teal

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 23941 - Espadrille Nautical  21931 - Stripe Lobster

 23942 - Espadrille Preppy  21930 - Stripe Anchor

 23943 - Espadrille Bright  21935 - Stripe Starfish

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


73

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 21908 - Nautical Knot Navy  23946 - Lobsters Red

 23944 - Nautical Knot Kelly  23947 - Anchors Navy

 23945 - Nautical Knot Raspberry  21933 - Bamboo Rings Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 619P+P02+si04+A03 - Classic Check Raspberry*  23950 - Repp Tie Pink & Navy

 619P+P08+A07 - Classic Check Sunflower*  23951 - Repp Tie Red & Navy

 23948 - Seersucker Band Pink & Green  23949 - Seersucker Band Red & Navy

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


75

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 23952 - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime  319P+P07+A03 - Bristol Tile Teal*

 23953 - Chevron Blue & Red  319P+P03+si03+A15 - Bristol Tile Navy*

 23954 - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime  319P+P15+A14 - Bristol Tile Tangerine*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 23955 - Kate Red & Teal  659P+P14+A24 - Stella Chocolate*

 23956 - Kate Raspberry & Lime  659P+P25+si03+A12 - Stella Pink*

 23957 - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry  23958 - Stella Gold

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


77

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 23959 - Beti Teal  23962 - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate

 23960 - Beti Pink  23963 - Alex Houndstooth Black

 23961 - Beti Navy  23964 - Alex Houndstooth Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Melamine Platters
14” oval melamine platter  |  dishwasher safe

 23965 - Suzani Gold  23968 - Herringbone Chocolate

 23966 - Suzani  739P+P23+si03+A03 - Herringbone Gray*

 23967 - Suzani Teal  739P+P01+A07 - Herringbone Jungle*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

 399P+P14+si01+A14 - Zebra Chocolate*  23970 - Chinoiserie Autumn

 399P+P23+A17 - Zebra Gray*  23971 - Chinoiserie Spring

 23969 - Lattice Slate  709P+P05+A07 - Lattice Cherry*

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

20013  |  20013DP - Bright Floral 23001  |  23001DP - Bamboo Green & Raspberry

20018  |  20018DP - Classic Floral Blue 23002  |  23002DP - Bamboo Navy & Green

23000  |  23000DP - Classic Floral Brown 23003  |  23003DP - Bamboo Brown & Slate

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

23004  |  23004DP - Pineapple Repeat Pink 23007  |  23007DP - Greek Key Band Pink

23005  |  23005DP - Pineapple Repeat Teal 23008  |  23008DP - Greek Key Band Navy

23006  |  23006DP - Pineapple Repeat 20020  |  20020DP - Madison Damask White with Black

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

23009  |  23009DP - Bold Stripe 23010  |  23010DP - Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy

57P  |  57DP - Chevron Sunflower*
this sample: 57P+P08+A03

43P  |  43DP - Cameron Raspberry*
this sample: 43P+P02+si02+A12

57P  |  57DP - Chevron Turquoise*
this sample: 57P+P24+si04+A12

43P  |  43DP - Cameron Teal*
this sample: 43P+P07+A14

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

20025  |  20025DP - Madras Patch Blue 23011  |  23011DP - Coral Repeat Navy

20024  |  20024DP - Madras Patch Bright 20017  |  20017DP - Coral Repeat

20012  |  20012DP - Seashore 23012  |  23012DP - Coral Repeat Teal

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

20027  |  20027DP - Espadrille Nautical 23013  |  23013DP - Stripe Lobster

20026  |  20026DP - Espadrille Preppy 23014  |  23014DP - Stripe Anchor

20028  |  20028DP - Espadrille Bright 23015  |  23015DP - Stripe Starfish

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

20029  |  20029DP - Nautical Knot Navy 23018  |  23018DP - Lobsters Red

23016  |  23016DP - Nautical Knot Kelly 23019  |  23019DP - Anchors Navy

23017  |  23017DP - Nautical Knot Raspberry 23020  |  23020DP - Bamboo Rings Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

61P  |  61DP - Classic Check Raspberry*
this sample: 61P+P02+si04+A03

23023  |  23023DP - Repp Tie Pink & Navy

61P  |  61DP - Classic Check Sunflower*
this sample: 61P+P08+A07

23024  |  23024DP - Repp Tie Red & Navy

23021  |  23021DP - Seersucker Band Pink & Green 23022  |  23022DP - Seersucker Band Red & Navy

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

23025  |  23025DP - Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime 31P  |  31DP - Bristol Tile Teal*
this sample: 31P+P07+A03

23026  |  23026DP - Chevron Blue & Red 31P  |  31DP - Bristol Tile Navy*
this sample: 31P+P03+si03+A15

23027  |  23027DP - Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime 31P  |  31DP - Bristol Tile Tangerine*
this sample: 31P+P15+A14

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

23028  |  23028DP - Kate Red & Teal 65P  |  65DP - Stella Chocolate*
this sample: 65P+P14+A24

23029  |  23029DP - Kate Raspberry & Lime 65P  |  65DP - Stella Pink*
this sample: 65P+P25+si03+A12

23030  |  23030DP - Kate Tangerine & Raspberry 23031  |  23031DP - Stella Gold

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

23032  |  23032DP - Beti Teal 23035  |  23035DP - Alex Houndstooth Chocolate

23033  |  23033DP - Beti Pink 23036  |  23036DP - Alex Houndstooth Black

23034  |  23034DP - Beti Navy 23037  |  23037DP - Alex Houndstooth Navy

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Placemats
11 x 17”  laminated placemats  |  double sided  |   back of placemat has same all over pattern as front, unless indicated by turned corner

DP - 11 x 17” disposable placemat pads  |  25 sheets or 50 sheets available  |  back sides of disposable placemats are unprinted 

23038  |  23038DP - Suzani Gold 23041  |  23041DP - Herringbone Chocolate

23039  |  23039DP - Suzani 73P  |  73DP - Herringbone Gray*
this sample: 73P+P23+si03+A03

23040  |  23040DP - Suzani Teal 73P  |  73DP - Herringbone Jungle*
this sample: 73P+P01+A07

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

39P  |  39DP - Zebra Chocolate*
this sample: 39P+P14+si01+A14

23043  |  23043DP - Chinoiserie Autumn

39P  |  39DP - Zebra Gray*
this sample: 39P+P23+A17

23044  |  23044DP - Chinoiserie Spring

23042  |  23042DP - Lattice Slate 70P  |  70DP - Lattice Cherry*
this sample: 70P+P05+A07

*this design available in 20+ colors in the BG Custom Collection

note!
Most designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

See pages 2-13 

for samples.

click here to find a dealer near you
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22934  |  5” melamine bowl 18948  |  melamine plate 23049  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23049DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Alligator Repeat

22933  |  5” melamine bowl 20916  |  melamine plate 23048  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23048DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Whale Repeat Navy

22935  |  5” melamine bowl 20918  |  melamine plate 23050  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23050DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Little Sailboat Pink

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

click here to find a dealer near you

22937  |  5” melamine bowl 20915  |  melamine plate 23052  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23052DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Alligator Repeat Blue

22936  |  5” melamine bowl 18949  |  melamine plate 23051  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23051DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Whale Repeat

22938  |  5” melamine bowl  20917  |  melamine plate 23053  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23053DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Little Sailboat

22934  |  5” melamine bowl 18948  |  melamine plate 23049  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23049DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

22933  |  5” melamine bowl 20916  |  melamine plate 23048  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23048DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

22935  |  5” melamine bowl 20918  |  melamine plate 23050  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  23050DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

note!
These designs are 

available with a pre-set 

or traditional inset!

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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22940  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C077+B11  |  melamine plate 10P+C077+B11 | personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C077+B11  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Ribbon Pink*

22939  |  5” melamine bowl  109+C076+B11  |  melamine plate  10P+C076+B11  |  personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C076+B11  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Bloom*

22941  |  5” melamine bowl 18942  |  melamine plate 20001  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20001DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Garden

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

click here to find a dealer near you

22943  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C072+B08  |  melamine plate 10P+C072+B08 | personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C072+B08  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Truck*

22942  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C071+B03  |  melamine plate 10P+C071+B03  |  personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C071+B03  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Tug*

22944  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C070+B05  |  melamine plate 10P+C070+B05 | personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C070+B05  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Choo Choo Train*

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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22946  |  5” melamine bowl 19911  |  melamine plate 20011  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side 
  20011DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Race Cars

22945  |  5” melamine bowl 18947  |  melamine plate 20008  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20008DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Airplane

22947  |  5” melamine bowl 19912  |  melamine plate 23045  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23045DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Pirate

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

click here to find a dealer near you

22949  |  5” melamine bowl 20900  |  melamine plate 20006  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20006DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Cars

22948  |  5” melamine bowl 18945  |  melamine plate 20007  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20007DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Sailboat

22950  |  5” melamine bowl 19908  |  melamine plate 20010  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20010DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Sports Boy

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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22952  |  5” melamine bowl 19910  |  melamine plate 20004  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20004DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Mermaid

22951  |  5” melamine bowl 18943  |  melamine plate 20003  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  20003DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Butterfly

22953  |  5” melamine bowl 21924  |  melamine plate 23046  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23046DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Ballerina

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

22954  |  5” melamine bowl 19909  |  melamine plate 23047  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23047DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Horse

21945  |  melamine plate 18944  |  melamine plate  20002  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
22957  |  5” melamine bowl 22958  |  5” melamine bowl 20002DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

21922  |  melamine plate 20912  |  melamine plate 20000  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
22955  |  5” melamine bowl 22956  |  5” melamine bowl 20000DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Princess Portrait Princess

Fairy Portrait Fairy
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22960  |  5” melamine bowl 18958  |  melamine plate 23054  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23054DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Birthday Lime

22959  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C051+B25  |  melamine plate 10P+C051+B25  |  personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C051+B25  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Birthday Cake Pink*

22961  |  5” melamine bowl 21903  |  melamine plate 23056  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23056DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Heart Cupcakes

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

click here to find a dealer near you

22963  |  5” melamine bowl  18959  |  melamine plate 23055  |  personalized placemat; folded corner is back side
  23055DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Birthday Sky

22962  |  5” melamine bowl 109+C052+B04  |  melamine plate 10P+C052+B04  |  personalized placemat; border only on back side
  10DP+C052+B04  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Birthday Cake Blue*

22964  |  5” melamine bowl 21938  |  melamine plate  21000  |  personalized placemat; back side has same all over pattern
  21000DP  |  disposable placemat pad; back side is unprinted

Rainbow Cupcakes

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Sampled icon designs for Home Collection. See our Custom Catalog for hundreds of design possibilities!

coaster  |  pineapple  |  chocolate border coaster  |  elephant  |  teal border coaster  |  coral in teal  |  navy border coaster  |  lab black  |  cherry border

coaster  |  anchor  |  kelly border coaster  |  lobster  |  navy border coaster  |  crossed racquets  |  bubblegum border coaster  |  golf  |  pine border 

coaster  | script monogram  |  teal bordercoaster  |  oars  |  cherry bordercoaster  |  fluer de lis in navy  |  teal border coaster  |  new engravers initial  |  navy border

coaster  |  si03 in raspberry|  tangerine border coaster  |  si02 in teal |  chocolate border coaster  |  si03 in black |  cherry bordercoaster  |  si04 in bubblegum  |  navy border

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html


recipe card
anchor  |  kelly border

recipe box
anchor  |  kelly border

top: lucite large tray  |  oars  |  cherry border
bottom: lucite square tray  |  eiffel tower  |  petal border

glass cutting board  |  fluer de lis  |  teal border

placemat  |  pineapple  |  chocolate border

melamine platter  |  elephant  |  teal border

melamine plate  |  lobster  |  navy border

ice bucket  |  golf  |  pine border

103

note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Dinner Napkin
ND  |  dinner napkin  |  price code ND

size - 8.5 x 8.5” (closed)

typestyle: script monogram  |  ink color: turquoise

this sample: ND+si03+ni7

Guest Towel
NG  |  guest towel  |  price code NG

size - 4.5 x 8.375” (closed)

typestyle: #14 mclaren  |  ink color: navy

this sample: NG+s049+ni8

Beverage Napkin
NB  |  beverage napkin  |  price code NB

size - 5 x 5” (closed)

typestyle: script monogram  |  ink color: raspberry

this sample: NB+s000+ni3+ci2

Napkins & Guest Towels
linen-like texture  |  solid white

16 oz. Frost Flex Cups
Dishwasher Safe  | two-sided imprint

Front & Back Front Only

C16  |  16 oz. frost flex cups  |  price code: CUP1

typestyle: circle monogram  |  ink color: fuchsia

this sample: C16+si04+ci2

Cups
C16  |  16 oz. frost flex cups  |  price code: CUP1

typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  ink color: navy

this sample: C16+s049+ci6

new
ALL solid inset 

options now available

for cups and napkins

see custom catalog

for options  

See Custom Catalog 
pages 12-13 for napkin & cup options

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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A B C D E F G H I J K L M
N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

aAa bBb cCc dDd eEe fFf gGg hHh iIi

jJj kKk lLl mMm nNn oOo pPp qQq rRr

sSs tTt uUu vVv wWw xXx yYy zZz

aA1 bB2 cC3 dD4 eE5 fF6 gG7 hH8 iI9 jJ0 kK! lL@ mM#
nN$ oO% pP^ qQ& rR* sS( tT) uU_ vV= wW[ xX] yY\ zZ;

aAa bBb cCc dDd  eEe fFf gGg hHh iIi jJj kKk lLl mMm

nNn oOo pPp qQq rRr sSs tTt uUu vVv wWw xXx yYy zZz

Monograms
Boatman Geller is not responsible for typestyle choices that do not appear correctly in a monogram. Please request a proof if you are unsure of your monogram’s appearance.

JBG
initials

NOT available with script fonts

jGb
classic monogram

Return Address in Eaves Small Caps

jG2
circle monogram

Return Address in Eaves Small Caps

jGb
script monogram

Return Address in Eaves Small Caps

G
any single initial

Monograms

Choose any font for single initial. See next 2 pages

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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 2 Caslon Open Face - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 25 Fiddlestix - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 26 Stuyvesant - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 10 Snell - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 55 Shelley - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 11 Amelie - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 22 Typo Upright - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 27 Wendy - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 42 Memimas - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 29 Mayfair - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 45 La Portenia - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 30 Exmouth - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 31 Gravura - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & - ! 
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 13 Engravers Roman - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
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 43 New Engravers - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +

  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 14 McLaren - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 23 Engravers Gothic - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 32 Eaves Small Caps - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 33 Serlio - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 44 Rockwell - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 24 Bodoni Egyptian - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 41 PT Barnum - the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz 

 35 Odette - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 36 Clarendon - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 37 Eaves Roman - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 38 Solid Antique - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 39 Family Cat - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 1 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 0  & @ - ! +

  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz

 40 Avenir - The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  & @ - ! +
  Aa Bb Cc Dd Ee Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz
 Hebrew
 18 Altona - ,are.m;pgxibonklfhyjzuvsdct
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Bright Floral
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Bristol Tile Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: tangerine
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white

*Bristol Tile Tangerine
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: navy
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Bristol Tile Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Butterfly
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: white

*Cameron Raspberry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: navy
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

*Cameron Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
  typestyle: #36 - clarendon  |  typecolor: chocolate
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Cars
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: cherry

Chevron Blue, Orange & Lime
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #41 - pt barnum  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #41 - pt barnum  |  typecolor: white

Chevron Blue & Red
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #44 - rockwell  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Chevron Pink, Navy & Lime
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: lime
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Chevron Sunflower
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Chevron Turquoise
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: black
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Chinoiserie Autumn
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #55 - shelley  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Chinoiserie Spring
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
  typestyle: #55 - shelley  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Choo Choo Train
 typestyle: #36 - clarendon  |  typecolor: navy

*Classic Check Raspberry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Classic Check Sunflower
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: teal
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white, teal

Classic Floral Blue
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #32 - eaves small caps  |  typecolor: white

Classic Floral Brown
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Coral Repeat
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #38 - solid antique  |  typecolor: white

Coral Repeat Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: teal
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Coral Repeat Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #38 - solid antique  |  typecolor: black
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Espadrille Bright
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: teal

Espadrille Nautical
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: white
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy

Espadrille Preppy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry

Fairy 
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: raspberry

Fairy Portrait
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: chocolate

Garden
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: kelly

Greek Key Band Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Airplane
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: navy

Alex Houndstooth Black
 typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: black
 typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: black

Alex Houndstooth Chocolate
 typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: chocolate

Alex Houndstooth Navy
 typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 typestyle: #32 - eaves small caps  |  typecolor: navy

Alligator Repeat
 typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry

Alligator Repeat Blue
 typestyle: #40 - avenir  |  typecolor: black

Anchors Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: kelly
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Ballerina
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: chocolate

Bamboo Brown & Slate
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white

Bamboo Green & Raspberry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Bamboo Navy & Green
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #22 - typo upright  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Bamboo Rings Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #36 - clarendon  |  typecolor: white

Beti Navy
 typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: navy

Beti Pink
 typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 typestyle: #32 -  eaves small caps  |  typecolor: raspberry

Beti Teal
 typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
 typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: chocolate

Birthday Cake Blue
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: chocolate

Birthday Cake Pink
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: chocolate

Birthday Lime
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: chocolate

Birthday Sky
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: chocolate

Bloom
 typestyle: #42 - memimas  |  typecolor: black

Bold Stripe
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: lime

Bold Stripe Pink, Green & Navy
 typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy
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note: products in Group A ship together  |  Group B ship together  |  Group C ship together (see page 1 or 112)

Greek Key Band Pink
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Heart Cupcakes
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: chocolate

Herringbone Chocolate
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Herringbone Gray
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: navy
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

*Herringbone Jungle
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: teal
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Horse
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: chocolate

Kate Raspberry & Lime
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Kate Red & Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: cherry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

Kate Tangerine & Raspberry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #44 - rockwell  |  typecolor: tangerine
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Lattice Cherry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: teal
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white

Lattice Slate
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: slate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Little Sailboat
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: navy

Little Sailboat Pink
 typestyle: #38 - solid antique  |  typecolor: kelly

Lobsters Red
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Madison Damask White with Black
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: black
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Madras Patch Blue
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

Madras Patch Bright
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: raspberry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

Mermaid
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: white

Nautical Knot Kelly
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Nautical Knot Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #2 - caslon open face  |  typecolor: cherry
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Nautical Knot Raspberry
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Pineapple Repeat
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #32 - eaves small caps  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Pineapple Repeat Pink
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Pineapple Repeat Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Pirate
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: black

Princess
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: chocolate

Princess Portrait 
 typestyle: #27 - wendy  |  typecolor: chocolate

Race Cars
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: black

Rainbow Cupcakes
 typestyle: #41 - pt barnum  |  typecolor: raspberry

Repp Tie Pink & Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Repp Tie Red & Navy
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Ribbon Pink
 typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: raspberry

Sailboat
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: navy

Seashore
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #10 - snell  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Seersucker Band Pink & Green
 typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: white

Seersucker Band Red & Navy
 typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: white

Sports Boy
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: navy

*Stella Chocolate
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: turquoise
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white

Stella Gold
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #43 - new engravers  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

*Stella Pink
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: lime
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

Stripe Anchor
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #23 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

Stripe Lobster
 traditional panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: navy
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: classic monogram  |  typecolor: white

Stripe Starfish
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: chocolate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Suzani
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #32 - eaves small caps  |  typecolor: turquoise
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Suzani Gold
 traditional panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: slate
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: script monogram  |  typecolor: white

Suzani Teal
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: turquoise
 pre-set panel
  typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: white

Truck
 typestyle: #44 - rockwell  |  typecolor: chocolate

Tug
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: cherry

Whale Repeat
 typestyle: #37 - eaves roman  |  typecolor: navy

Whale Repeat Navy
 typestyle: #24 - bodoni  |  typecolor: navy

*Zebra Chocolate
 traditional panel
  typestyle: #24 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: chocolate
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #24 - engravers gothic  |  typecolor: white

*Zebra Gray
 traditional panel
  typestyle: circle monogram  |  typecolor: slate
 solid inset option panel
  typestyle: #14 - mclaren  |  typecolor: white
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Boatman Geller Policies
Order Form
·  Orders can be submitted via fax: 317.466.1384 or 

email: orders@boatmangeller.com for a $5 charge per order. 
or use your retailer website: http://retailer.boatmangeller.com and 
orders are free.

·  If you choose to fax or email your order, there will be a $5 charge per 
order. Please print all orders clearly specifying quantity, stock numbers, 
typestyle, type color, copy and descriptions (cards, ribbons, etc). 
Utilize our order form to minimize errors. Fill out a separate order 
form for each personalized order. 

· Boatman Geller is NOT responsible for handwriting errors. 
·  You may not add parts to your order after it is placed. You would need 

to resubmit the order and the order will follow the current turnaround.  
Please indicate how many parts to the order or if parts are to be shipped 
together. 

·  Orders will NOT be accepted over the phone. 

Copy
·  See pricing for how many lines are included per product. Monograms 

and initials are considered one line. Additional lines of copy may be 
added for $3 net per line.

·  If we have questions to clarify grammar or spelling of the text, the 
order will be on hold until the customer contacts Boatman Geller with 
the resolution. The normal turnaround time will begin anew.

Layout
·  If there is a layout in the book you would like us to work from or 

follow exactly, please make note with your order. Please indicate which 
sample and then clearly note any modifications to the layout. We will 
follow your instructions exactly. 

·  Please clearly indicate any special placement or size of copy (top, flush, 
left, etc.). Type with capital letters where applicable.

·  All copy/type will be centered and set with a standard type size and 
spacing based on the sample shown in the corresponding catalog, 
unless otherwise instructed.

·  Any color icon or silhouette icon may be placed on any pattern design 
with a white design inset for a $15 net fee. 

Typestyles
·  All orders, unless otherwise noted, can be printed with any of the 

typestyles shown on the Typestyle Pages.

Ink Colors
·  Any item, except napkins, cups & stampers can be printed with any of 

the colors shown on the next page. 
·  Orders requiring a double pass (printing on two sides of the card) may 

incur an added fee of $40 net, please inquire.

Ribbons
· Ribbons can be added to some cards. See Pricing Page for costs.
·  On horizontal foldov      ers and photocards, ribbons CANNOT be placed at 

the top.
· Flat photocards CAN have a ribbon placed at the top or bottom.

Ribbons (continued)
· Personalized cards are shipped fully assembled.
· Add one day to the turnaround time for ribbon assembly.

Photocards
·  Personalized photocards that do not have a digital photo are supplied with 

pre-applied double-stick tape.

Digital Photocards
·  Please see your Retailer Site for a full description of the requirements and 

policies regarding digital photos.
·  Use your retailer site to upload photos with your order or Email your 

photos to orders@boatmangeller.com 

Envelopes
· Envelopes come in white and match the paper stock of your product.
·  See Pricing Page for Lined envelope fees.
·  Two additional envelopes are included with each order at no extra charge. 

To order additional envelopes add $.25 each for plain and $.50 each 
for printed.

· Add one day to the turnaround time for lined envelopes.

Advance Ship Envelopes
·  Advance ship envelopes must be requested with your order at the time 

the order is placed. We cannot change an order to include advance ship 
envelopes once the order is in process.

·  Envelopes (plain or printed, with liner or without) can be shipped in 
advance for an additional charge of $10.00 net plus shipping costs.

·  Allow 2-3 business days in-house for plain envelopes and 4-6 business 
days in-house for printed envelopes.

· Add one day to the turnaround time for lined envelopes.

Proofs
· Proofs can be provided upon request for a charge of $10.00 net. This 
includes 2 rounds of proofs (fax or email) for your order, up to 10 
parts. All subsequent parts will be an additional $1 charge per proof. All 
subsequent rounds are $8.00 net each. Requesting both fax and email 
proofs will be $15.00. 

· A free proof will be provided on all orders over $1,000 retail. 
· All Hebrew orders require a proof.
· We will not accept proof approvals over the phone.  
·  Once the proof is approved, the order will be shipped following the 

current turnaround schedule.
·  Orders with enhancements will take an additional one business days.

Reorders
·  Reorders are priced as new orders and are billed according to the price 

sheet. 
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Canceled & Changed Orders
· ONCE AN ORDER IS SUBMITTED NO CHANGES CAN BE MADE.
·  If you cancel your order, you will be charged for the work that has been 

completed prior to cancellation or changes made. Orders that are in 
the typesetting stage can be canceled for a fee of $10. Once an order 
has been sent to our production facility you will be charged for the 
order in full.

Errors
·  Please review your order very carefully! All errors must be reported 

within 14 days of receiving the order. Any errors reported after this 
time will not be refunded and will be reprinted at full cost.

·  Errors made by the customer/store will be reprinted at 50% off the 
original price plus shipping costs. We will only provide shipping 
compensation if we exceed the current turnaround schedule.

·  Call tags may be issued for all orders in which Boatman Geller is at 
fault. All errors on our part will be reprinted on a 3 day turnaround 
and shipped via 2 Day Air at no additional cost, unless after 14 business 
days of receiving the order.

·  On a redo, Boatman Geller will redo the original mistake(s) but  
the customer will not be permitted to make additional changes to 
the order.

Colors
·  Due to disparities in the printing process, colors will vary from the 

samples presented in the catalogs as well as emailed proofs. Samples 
viewed in the catalogs or online may show variations due to the  
inconsistencies of recreating a likeness in each corresponding media. 
No discounts will be given for such variations.

Turnaround Time
·    For the current turnaround schedule visit  

http://retailer.boatmangeller.com.
·  Orders received after 11:00 AM EST are placed into the next business 

day’s queue.

Shipping Charges
·  Shipping rates are determined by the weight and zip code of your or-

der. Please select your preference - USPS, Ground, 2 Day Air or Next 
Day - with your order otherwise we default to ground.

· There is no extra fee for drop shipping.
·  If a customer does not choose to require a signature, Boatman Geller 

is not responsible for a missing/lost package that the tracking number 
indicates has been delivered.

·  Depending on your order you may receive multiple shipping charges 
due to the fact that different products come from different facilities.

· See pricing page for which products ship together.
Type Colors

{dark}  suitable for all personalization including small and thin fonts on white or light colored backgrounds | best choice for Return 
Address Envelopes and Return Address Labels

type color:
raspberry

type color:
cherry

type color:
cranberry

type color:
chocolate

type color:
plum

type color:
navy 

type color:
turquoise

type color:
pine

type color:
midnight 

{medium}  suitable for most personalization on white or light colored backgrounds | use with caution for small and thin fonts, Return 
Address Envelopes and Return Address Labels. Boatman Geller is not responsible if legibility is not to customer’s satisfaction.

type color:
tangerine

type color:
melon

type color:
bubblegum

type color:
gray 

type color:
cornflower

type color:
teal 

type color:
lime

type color:
jungle

type color:
kelly

{light}  suitable for most personalization on DARK colored backgrounds | suitable for limited large print and/or monogram 
personalization on white or light colored backgrounds | do not use for main body copy on white or light colored 
backgrounds, including but not limited to Return Address Envelopes and Return Address Labels. Boatman Geller 
is not responsible if legibility is not to customer’s satisfaction.

type color:
white

type color:
butter

type color:
sunflower

type color:
petal 

type color:
lilac

type color:
slate 

type color:
mocha

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html
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Boatman Geller - HOME & ENTERTAINING PRICING

all prices subject to change at any time, 4/2013

Cups  -  up to 3 lines of copy  Each
 CUP1 Cups - 16 oz. Frost-Flex
  Set of 50 ........................................................... 75
  Set of 100 ......................................................... 135

Coasters  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 CO Set of 50 Coasters ................................................ 30
 COH Set of 4 Hard Back Coasters ................................... 30

Lucite Coaster Holders  -  each unit holds 50 coasters net charge
 AC Optional Coaster Holder  .......................................5

Glass Cutting Boards  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 CB Cutting Board 11.4 x 15.6” .................................... 55

Ice Buckets  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 IB Lucite Bucket w/ Tongs - includes 1 insert ................. 50
 IBR Lucite Bucket Insert Refills - includes 1 insert ............ 19

Lucite Trays  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 LTL Large Lucite Tray - includes 1 insert ........................ 104
 LTQ Square Lucite Tray - includes 1 insert ........................ 95
 LTS Small Lucite Tray - includes 1 insert ......................... 58
 LTLR Large Tray Insert Refills - includes 1 insert ................. 36
 LTQR Square Tray Insert Refills - includes 1 insert ............... 30
 LTSR Small Tray Insert Refills - includes 1 insert ................. 24
  (to order Refills, place an ‘R’ after lucite sku)

Melamine Products  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 PLT1 10” Round Plate .................................................. 26
 PLT2 14” Oval Platter ................................................... 42
 BOWL 5” Round Bowl ................................................... 23

Napkins  -  up to 3 lines of copy set of 50 set of 100
 NB Beverage Napkins ................................ 50 ........... 75
 ND Dinner Napkins .................................. 55 ............ 80
 NG Guest Towels ...................................... 65 ........... 90

Lucite Napkin Holders  -  each unit holds 25 napkins   net charge
 AB Optional Beverage Napkin Holder ............................5
 AD Optional Dinner Napkin Holder ..............................6
 AG Optional Guest Towel Holder ..................................7

Placemats  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 P Double-Sided Laminated Placemat ........................... 26
 DP Disposable Placemat Pads
  25 sheets ........................................................... 25
  50 sheets ........................................................... 55

Recipe Boxes  -  up to 3 lines of copy on both cover and cards
 RB 48 Recipe Cards & Tabs in Lucite Box  ...................... 70

Recipe Cards  -  up to 3 lines of copy
 R Double-Sided Recipe Cards
  Set of 24 ........................................................... 35
  Set of 48 ........................................................... 55

Group A Products
•  Announcements/Invitations/

Photocards
• Foldover Notes/Stationery
• Envelopes
• Stickers
• Bag Tags
• Cups
• Napkins
• Paper Coasters
• Lucite Trays and Ice Buckets
• Desktop Calendars
• Notepads
• Note Sheets in Lucite
• Placemats
• Recipe Box and Cards
• Stampers
• Wine Tags

Group B Products
• Bottle & Can Koozies
• Mugs
• Beverage Tumbler
• Travel Tumblers
• Water Bottles
• Clipboards
• Cutting Boards
• Key Chains
• Mouse Pads
• Hard Back Coasters

Group C Products
• Melamine Plates
• Melamine Platters
• Melamine Bowls

Group D Products
• Cell Cases
• Tech Cases

Products in group
ship together

click here to find a dealer near you

http://www.boatmangeller.com/stores.html




See what’s new, discover old

favorites and be inspired to

BG




